Toss Out Those Scripts.
There Is An Easier Way.
Just Ask Any Patient.
by David Marcarian, MA

Twenty years of practice management “just read the script”
and we are still at 5 to 7% of the population, not to mention
that we have a reputation which Gallup rates at only 38%
compared with 98% for MDs. Why? They have data and
we do not.
The modern patient is used to being sold everything by
everyone. Where do they turn? To objective data to
establish whether what you say is real or not. It is like a
truth test. Prove to me that I truly need you or I’m on to the
next. Can you imagine a cardiologist relying solely on the
stethoscope to determine need for care? The EKG is what
led to the cardiologist not only receiving full reimbursement
but also being able to show in seconds why the patient
needs treatment. Does this not underline to you the importance of objective data?

common quote about “insanity.”)
Well, why not consider a low-cost alternative approach?
You say “junk science?” That was true with all prior
machines, but the MyoVision Static sEMG is the only REAL
NASA-derived device (not a scam) and the REAL choice of
the VA Hospital due to the extreme reproducibility and
accuracy of the device. With the ADA tax credit and
write-off, the cost of the least expensive and extremely
reproducible Static sEMG is only around $2,000. Think
about it. You paid $250,000 for your education but you
don’t want to spend a month and a half of practice management consulting fees on a tool which could change your
practice and your life?

We were raised in a world where chiropractors “believed”
we just needed to promote our “religion” to the public. The
louder and more consistently we preached the more likely
patients would “buy in.” It failed. Make no mistake about
it – we’re still at 5 to 7%. (I’m sure you’re familiar with the
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Ask patients, and most say they feel like
they are being “sold” too often by chiropractors. However, when you use objective data the patient feels in control of
their care, and you scarcely need speak
a word. The data exposes that which has
been intangible up to this point. Why?
You are the experts on neurology and
so it’s easy to comprehend that patients
become desensitized to the spinal issue,
just as one doesn’t feel the watch on
their wrist.
As an example, an entire hotel staff
received their first adjustment due to
the fact the MyoVision demonstrated

problems which they forgot they had. “OMG” said one, “I
totally forgot about this pain in my shoulder.” The process
is simple:
1. Test the prospective patient. Do not try to sell them on
anything; the data becomes their report of findings.
2. Do not OVERSELL the device. Explain that muscles
compensate for subluxation, the arrows point the direction
of imbalance, and the length of the bars is proportional to
muscle tension.
3. BE QUIET. Count to 5, and watch them express their
spinal story. In 90% of the cases they will spout out all of
the issues they forgot they had.
4. ACTION FOLLOWS as you have now established yourself as credible by this machine demonstrating what they
FEEL inside. Who do they look to for the solution? YOU.
It is really that simple.
What a compelling difference. As T.J. Osborne, DC in San
Jose, California stated “I spent over an hour attempting to
convince a patient in the traditional manner using all the
scripted techniques I’ve learned on her need for chiropractic care. Before leaving, the MyoVision rep arrived to
demonstrate the machine. I said to my patient ‘How about
we test you with this new machine?’ She said ‘This looks
interesting’ and after a 1-minute-30-second test she
became a patient. And after sending the test data via email
to her husband he is now a patient. The income from one
patient paid for the entire machine.”

world has changed, and the techniques of the 1980s are
over. We either capitalize on the evidence-based model or
we flounder. Patients cringe at hearing scripts; you may like
them but they don’t. Data makes clear the purpose and allows them to track progress. The big surprise? According to
a prominent DC in Seattle “I purchased to impress patients,
and no longer lose patients like I was. I was applying the
same technique to everyone.
The MyoVision showed me
that my technique was not
working on every patient, so
I altered techniques to meet
each patient’s differing needs,
and now my PVA has jumped
by ten-fold. It has made me a
better doctor.”
Just don’t make up stories, e.g. I’ve known doctors to
claim that the results mean the patient will get cancer if
not adjusted. One patient called and said “He had me
at the scan. Why did he have to make up a story?” I replied
that “overselling is a sad byproduct of some of the training
they receive. Give him another chance. He’s actually a
talented chiropractor.”
We live in an evidence-based world, there is no doubt
about that, and data is paramount in any successful
practice. I think that we really do need to consider what
BJ Palmer suggested back in 1938 and that is to “provide
proofs that are the last word and incontrovertible.” Indeed,
if he were alive today, I have absolutely no doubt that BJ
would fully integrate the MyoVision in each and every
patient treatment.
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